
16. Left & Right
Now here’s a song to help you remember
Which is your left and your right
And soon you’ll find that it’s not a 
 mind bender
If you practice each and every night

Allow me to give you a clue  
Now make an L with your thumb and 
 your pointer finger
Try it with each hand   
Which one looks like an L
The one that’s right - Right! 
Hey, that’s your left - Left!
It’s so easy to understand

Now look at that big L which stands  
for left.  Everything on the same side of 
your body as that L is your left side.  
Left foot, left leg, left hip, left ear, left  
eye, left nostril.  Well you get the idea.

Now put your left hand way up high in 
 the sky
Now put it back where it was
Lift your left foot off the ground, but 
 don’t look down
Our song will briefly take a pause    

Now leave that left foot hanging there 
 in the air
Let’s see how long you can last
Do you think you’re good enough to hold  
 it there
Long after this song is past
With your left hand point to...
Your left cheek, your left eye

Your left knee, your left thigh
Your left hip, your left ear
Your left ankle, your left rear

Hey who said that?  
You did Stephen!  
Oh, so I did.  Okay let’s use our right hand 
and the right side of our body this time.  
Are you ready?  
Yeaaaaaaah!  
All right, here we go... 

With your right hand, shake the hand 
 of a friend
Now shake the hand of one more
That’s very friendly, hope those manners 
 never end
But now I want to hear you snore 

Now hang your right foot in the air 
 if you dare
Let’s see how strong you might be
Now hold tight, and everybody keep 
 it there
I think this song’s about to leave

With your right hand point to...
Your right cheek, your right eye
Your right knee, your right thigh
Your right hip, your right big toe
Your right ankle, your right elbow

Hey, I said point to your right elbow!  
Come on.  You can do it!  Oh, well.  Keep 
working on that one.  I think you’ll get it 
sometime soon.  Left and Right is out  
of sight!

Activity Suggestions: 
In addition to Left & Right skills, this 
tune will reinforce body awareness.  
The activities are non-stop and best 
accomplished while standing.  If you 
are directing and facing the class, be 
sure to mirror or use the opposite side 
of your body so the children won’t be 
confused.  There are two long pauses 
during the song where feet will be left 
hanging in the air.  Once, the children are 
comfortable with the song, try hitting 
the pause button during one or both of 
those sections to see who can stay on 
one foot the longest.  Play a Pin The Tail 
On The Donkey game using stickers and 
a large drawing of a human or even one 
of the children if they are willing.  Divide 
your class into teams.  Name a body part 
on either the left or right side and have a 
child attach a sticker to that area.  




